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New beginnings
The Pike house says goodbye, tvvo new buildings to
come - SEE NEWS,A2

Baseball's disappointing season ends
with 5-2 loss to Tulane -SEESPORTS,A8

Pro£

SAFETY

NO SAFE IS EVER
REALLY
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Alocksmith has managed to open a 159year-old safe from Oregon that baffled
other professional safecrackers and even
an expert from MIT.Tom Gorham of
Longview,Wash.,was successful after
only two-and-a-half hours of
rnaniP,ulating the grooves. Other experts
g~ve up after 14 hours oftrying.

about
Obama
Martin Dupuis
co-authors book
VANESSA BERNSTEIN
Contributing Writer

SPORTS
AMANDA MOORE / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Barack Obama speaks to an audience of more than a 1,000,Wednesday, May 21, atthe Kissimmee Gvic Center. The event was by-ticket only and marked a stop for his Florida campaign tour.

VOICING A NEW

Obama speaks at Kissimmee
Civic Center Wednesday

The career services office is hosting a
session tomorrow at 11 a.m. in their
office in Ferrell Commons.The session
will cover how to design a resume,
cover letter and other business skills
you need in the modem workplace.

LOCAL&STATE, A2

BODY OF MISSING
SWIMMER FOUND 100
YARDS FROM SHORE
Authorities have found the body of a
swimmer who went missing off the
coast of Panama City Beach. He was
close to the location where he was
last seen Saturday afternoon. The
same day, more than 40 other
swimmers had to be rescued.

NATION & WORLD, A4

ROBBIE KNIEVEL JUMPS
200 FEET AND BEATS
FATHER'S OLD RECORD
Robbie"Kaptain"Knievel,son of the late
daredevil Evel Knievel,successfully
jumped over 24 delivery trucks
Saturday night atthe site of one of his
father's most famous stunts.A crowd of
more than 40,000 watched the stunt.
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Rousing choruses of both "Yes, we can!" and "Si, se
puede!" filled the Kissimmee Civic Center Wednesday in
support ofsenator and presidential candidate Barack Obama
More than 1,000 people filled the auditorium· before 5 p.m.
eager to hear what Obama had to share with the Orlando
community.
The event was by ticket only, and attendees had to pick up
their free ticket from a volunteer for the campaign. The ticket method kept the crowd smaller than some of Obama's previous campaign stops, but UCF students Shawn Urbach and
-Brandon Lustig managed to secure tickets and support their
candidate.
.
Lustig, a 20-year-old hospitality management major, said
that he is a supporter of Obama because, "He's the only candidate that can really bring about a change and a new vision.
I just really have faith in him."
Urbach, a 21-year-old political science major, supports
Obama also because he's been able to run a mainly positive
campaign. 'Tve noticed that even though he has criticized
[Hillary] Clinton, he has still kept it overall positive, despite
the controversy with bis pastor, despite other controversies,
he still keeps it positive."
Obama maintained Urbach's "positive campaign" idea by
keepi,ng mentions of bis opponents minimal throughout bis
speech. Obama mentioned Sen. John McCain, the Republican nominee, sparingly, and he mentioned bis opponent for
the Democratic nomination, Sen. Hillary Clinton, once.
Obama's speech covered topics from health care to education to the annexation of Puerto Rico, and he emphasized
the recurring campaign theme of change. 'We are tired of the
same old politics, and we are tired of the same old people,"
PLEASE SEE

JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Barack Oba'!'a speaks at the packed-to-capacity Kissimmee Civic Center Wednesday,
May 21. He LS currently ahead in delegates for the democratic nomination.

VAST ON A6

~ t marriage, then graduation
Some opt to get married while still in school
JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

Wedding
bells appear to
be ringing earlier now than
ever, as a small
movement based
on love makes its
way onto the UCF campus. and into the UCF stu-

OBAMA'S ON A7

Exhibit
shows
student
talent

Staff Writer

MAKE ARESUME OR
COVER LETTER WITH
CAREER SERVICES
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AROUND CAMPUS, A2

Martin Dupuis smiled as
he explained that the food and
water bowls outside bis office,
tucked away in the comer of
the Burnett Honors College,
belong to a feral cat he feeds.
He admitted that he spends
too much _time away from
home to own a cat there, particularly since the release of
bis new book, Barack Obama:
The New Face Of American
Politics.
In addition to bestselling
author, Dupuis serves many
roles. He is an associate professor of political science,
assistant dean of the Burnett
Honors College, a member of
the Florida Bar and a faculty
adviser for Students for
Barack Obama However, bis
book has been in the spotlight
since its release in December
2007.
Dupuis' book is about
Obama's historic national
Senate race. Dupuis started
the book when Obama was an
Illinois state senator.
"It is the story of an under-

dents' hearts. Several students at UCF have not only
been thinking about marriage, but some are getting
engaged and even tieing the
knot - all while still attending classes.
"Personally, I feel that getting engaged is a serious testament to the strength of the
relationship," said Brandon
Gerhard, a junior at 'OCF.

"My fiancee and I are very
happy and we want to
declare our intentions to our
friends and loved ones."
Gerhard and his fiancee,
however, plan to marry after
graduation, but felt that the
timing was right to take their
r~lationship to the next level.
But not all students feel as
elated by love as Gerhard.
Some students feel that marPLEASE SEE

MARRYING ON A7

UCF recently hosted its
fourth annual bachelor's of
science in photography art
exhibit, which was titled the
Bachelor Party. At the exhibit,
the photographs ranged from
documentary to photojournalism and were produced by 18
graduating students.
This display of talent is part
of the thesis class taught by
Laine Wyatt of the Daytona
campus. The photography in
the exhibit functions as the students' theses, wpich they typically begin working on at the
beginning of their second year
in the program. Each piece of
art receives a grade.
There is also another class
called exhibition and display,
and those students are in
charge of coordinating and producing the show.
"They craft PR material,
contact newspapers and
fundraise in order to put the
show together," explained
Wyatt. "'They hang and light the
art, and the production receives
a grade."
The program has grown
steadily over the course of the
past four years. There were
roughly four people who participated the first year, and now
there are typically 17 or 18.
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

'

Make a resume with Career Services
Learn to design a resume,
cover letter and other business
correspondence at the Career
Services office, located in Ferrell Commons.
A session will take place
tomorrow at 11 a.m.
For more information, call
407-823-2361.

Healthy and fast food on the menu
Meghan Vancamp, the
Recreation and Wellness Center's registered dietitian and
nutritionist, is hosting a healthy
cooking demonstration.
The menu will focus on
foods that are not only good for
you, but are fast to prepare.
Samples of the prepared
dinner will be available, as well
as the menu and recipes.
The demonstration starts at
4 p.m. tomorrow in the Wellness Center Classroom.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

- - --

The Central Florida Future Is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
orthe Unive™1Y administration. All content is property of
the Centro/Rorida Future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without pennission from the publisher,

Property will be used to build two new facilities
JENNIFER ROSS
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The space where the Pi Kappa Alpha house once stood is now an empty lot. The UCF Board ofTrustees has decided
that the property will be used to build two new facilities. What will be built there is still to be detennined.
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Staff Writers

process that the individual Greek
chapters would have to go through in
order to qualify for the housing.
The application has already been
drafted and includes information
about the chapter's academic standing and graduation rates, as well as
financial information. Each chapter
has to include a letter of recommendation from its national office, house
corporation, alumni chapter, chapter
adviser and chapter president.
A significant portion of the application focuses on the new Standards
of Excellence document that the
Greek community introduced last
year. The document evaluates individual
chapters'
performances
throughout the year and was used to
determine the Greek award winners
in April. If the fraternities and sororities of UCF have a chance to apply for
on-campus housing, the rankings
issued by the document could determine who will get to move in.
The Standards of Excellence has 12
focus areas that are each allotted a
different amount of points, depending on the level of importance they
have been given. The top four focus
areas include academics, community
service, social responsibility and
leadership development. .
If more Greek housing was
approved for the property, Mason
said construction would not take
place for another couple of years.
The Board of Trustees has made it
clear that the demolition of the Pike
house cannot exceed $40,000, a sum
less than Housing and Residence Life
appraised the damages and repair
costs to be.
According to Mason, after Housing and Residence Life sent a team
into the house to evaluate the damages and the cost of repairs in January, they came up with a $1.4 million
estimate. This is largely due to the
fact that the 10,000 sq. foot house is
too small for any of the existing
Greek organizations to move into and
would have had to be expanded upon,
on top of the required repairs.
Mason explained that saving costs
and building new facili,ties was decided to be the best option. "It made a lot
more sense to build new facilities
that would be more conducive to the
needs of the organizations," he said.
Since the Pi Kappa Alpha charter
revo-

cation, two other UCF fraternities
have had their charters pulled by
their national office.
According to a Sentinel article,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon had its chapter
removed from UCF in November
2006 "after allegations of heavy
drinking and pledges wearing
women's underwear, pink fairy
wings, a rainbow-colored wig, a diaper and a striped prison uniform."
Brandon Weghorst, director of
communications for the SAE headquarters, stated in a Nov. 13, 2006
Future article, that by revoking the
SAE charter at UCF, he hoped to
make an example of the fraternity.
"Hazing will not be tolerated, and
their actions will suffer consequences," he said.
Sean Hughes, a former SAE member, stated in a Jan. 15, 2006 letter to
the editor, hazing is "a rite of passage
and a way of bonding" and insisted
that he never felt abused or degraded.
''When I rushed, I hoped I got tested in some way, or else I would have
felt that I didn't earn my stay or
deserve to know the secrets," he said.
"I wanted to join a real fraternity, not
just a club that anyone can just join."
Around the same time, Sigma Phi
Epsilon was suspended through
spring 2010 after a student claimed
that he was required to jump into a
pile of garbage during initiation.
The members of Sig Ep were
forced to move out of the house by
March 12 of last year.
UCF is currently in the process of
purchasing the SAE and the Sig Ep
houses, Mason said. According to the
subleasing agreement that UCF has
with the house corporations, "should
a house corporation ever want to subsublease the facility, the university
has the first right ofrefusal to terminate the sublease and to purchase the
facility."
The UCF Board of Trustees has
approved the decision to purchase
the facilities and the matter will be
presented to the Board of Regents in
the near future.
Once the houses have been purchased, Housing and Residence Life
will be responsible for renovating
them and renting them to another
fraternity or sorority, Mason said.
"Our goal is to have the houses
renovated and in use by fall of 2009,"
he said.
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WEST PALM BEACH - A
sheriff's lieutenant has been
arrested and accused of
defrauding the Palm Beach
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CORRECTION
LOCAL WEATHER
Today
SUNNY

High:83°
Low:67°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Sunny and clear with east

SUNNY

northeast wind between 5 and 15
mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear with east wind
between 5 and 10 mph.

Wednesday
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:86°
Low:68°
High:89°
Low:69°
"

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfioridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
'_¥ednesday for the Friday edition.
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Sheriff's lieutenant arrested and
accused of defrauding the dept.
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On Thursday, May 22, 2008,
the article titled "NBC show
stops at UCF," had two mistakes:
the headline and the first paragraph both incorrectly stated the
show was on the NBC network.
The correct network is ABC.
We at the Central Florida
Future care about getting every
fact right. If we make a mistake,
we want to know about it. Please
e-mail any mistakes you see to
c~rrections.cff@gmail.com. i.,.
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The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house is being demolished after
UCF's Board of Trustees decided that
the property should be used to build
two new facilities.
The decision to raze the 'P ike
, House was approved on January 25 of
this year, but the construction did not
begin until this month.
Located to the left of Centaurus
Drive
in UCF's Greek Park, the house
Watch your weight every week
has been vacant for three years. It was
Weight Watchers is bringing
shut down in January 2005 after vioa diet program on campus. The
lations of fire codes and unauthomeetings are in the University
rized construction within the house..
Tech Center on Wednesdays
Any hope of moving back into the
from 5:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.
house
was lost in February 2005 after
The meetings are priced to
the fraternity's charter was pulled by
fit any budget.
their national office due to a hazing
For more information, call
suspension and the recruitment of
407-823-2777.
community college students, according to an Orlando Sentinel article.
"It has to be a pretty serious situation for the national office to come
in," Belinda Boston, the director of
Fraternity and Sorority Life, said.
According to Mason, there was
ultimately a lack of leadership and a
lot of behavioral issues that caused
the national office to pull the Pike
Keep local with headlines
charter at UCF.
you may have missed
"The students that were involved
in the organization at that time were
Bod>1 of missing swimmer found
not holding to the values of the
roughly 100 yards from shore
national office," he said.
PANAMA CITY BEACH UCF gained complete rights to the
Authorities have found the body
Pike house and the surrounding
of a swimmer who went missproperty in December 2007 after an
ing in Panama City Beach.
Orange County Circuit Court Judge,
Bay County Sheriff's Office
Cynthia Mackinnon, ruled that the
spokesman Sgt. Robbie NewEta Phi Chapter Alumni Association
some said 21-year-old Pierre E.
representing the fraternity was in
Allen ofWater Valley, Miss., was
breach of contract because the house
spotted by a helicopter Sunday
had remained idle.
morning about 100 yards off
The Eta Phi Chapter Alumni Asso- .
shore in 15 feet of water. He was
ciation, a nonprofit organization,
close to the location where he
signed the sublease agreement in
was last seen Saturday after1988, which specified that they were
noon.
to maintain the property.
The same day, more than 40
Gregg Ormond, the attorney for
other swimmers had to be resEta Phi, stated in a Jan. 17, 2007 Future
cued from dangerous rip curarticle, that the university wrongfully
rents.
attempted to terminate the lease
The rip currents caused
agreement, and was liable to the fraauthorities to close the beach.
ternity for all losses of income and
Observing similar conditions in
repairs.
the water on Sunday, officials
''We think the decision is wrong,"
again closed the beaches to
he said. "And we think the judge misswimmers.
construed the facts and misapplied
the law."
Bar shooting ends with two
Ormond tried to appeal the court's
members of local music group dead
decision, but the case never went
AUBURNDALE - Authoriback to court.
ties say two members of a
It has yet to be determined what
Tampa-area music group were
exactly will be built on the 1.6 acres of
among three people shot and
available land, but the leaders of the
killed inside a Central Florida
Greek community are pushing for
bar.
more fraternity and sorority housing.
Polle
County
Sheriff's
"The goal is to have two freespokeswoman Donna Wood
standing facilities that will directly
said two members of Poison
benefit the Greek community,"
Dart, a group described on their
Boston said.
MySpace page as "reggae/hip
In a Sentinel article, Liz Helm~r,
hop/roots" music performers,
the former Greek affairs coordinator
were gunned down shortly
for SGA, said getting more fraternity
before 3 a.m. Saturday.
and sorority housing on campus is
The group was at the Thun"the best thing possible for the Greek
derbird Inn in Auburndale,
community right now."
which is about 50 miles east of
She says that only six out of the 19
Tampa.
sororities at UCF have on-campus
Wood says 35-year-old
housing while only five out of 24 fraMichael S. Rattigan of
ternities do.
Riverview and 29-year-old
Greg Mason, the director of Greek
Antone G. Neely of Tampa died
housing, said there will be an applicafrom their injuries.
tion
A third man described by
authorities as an associate of the
group, 29-year-old Kevin J.
Webster of Deltona, was also
slain.
The bar was crowded when
the shooting took place. No
arrests have been made.
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Wtldfires burn through 17 homes in California
AMANDAFEHD
Associated Press

GILROY, Calif - Firefighters continued to fight a persistent wildfire in the Santa Cruz
Mountains that has chewed
through acres of centuries-old
redwoods, destroyed at least 17
homes and displaced hundreds
of people.
Fire officials said they had
contained about 25 percent of
the blaze, which so far has
burned about 5 square miles and
destroyed 28 structures. Another 500 buildings were threatened.
Calmer winds and heavy fog
Friday morning brought muchneeded relief to firefighters. But
as the marine layer lifted and the
gusts picked up by afternoon,
crews found themselves struggling to maintain the fire lines.
Almost 2,000 residents
remained under evacuation
orders -more than 450 ofthem
mandatory - while almost
2,700 firefighters and a swarm of
tanker planes and helicopters
continued dousing the area, said
Dave Shew, a battalion chief
with the California Department
of Forestry and Fire Protection.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger visited the Santa Cruz
Mountains Friday to assess the
damage and declared a state of
emergency in Santa Cruz County to allow access to funds for
the effort
Shew said the cost ofbattling
the blaze has risen to about $17
million, and he expects the contain.qtent effort to continue ,
through the weekend ''It's going
to take a little time to build 9
miles of line with manual labor,"
Shew said
Meanwhile, the blaze left a
trail of devastation. An

NOW

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Members of the Fresno Fire Dept. monitor the summit fire from the deck of a home in the Santa Cruz Mountains west of Gilroy, Calif. Calm winds and heavy fog brought some much-needed relief Friday morning to firefighters in the area.

unscathed bush ofred roses was
all that was left on the lot of one
burned house with a sign in
front that read "spoiled dogs live
here."
The home overlooking Monterey Bay was surrounded by a
charred landscape where power
lines lay melted across skeletons
of bushes and trees. The ground
was covered with scorched
vineyards and black earth, an
occasional puff of smoke rising
from it.
No injuries have been reported from the fire, which was first

reported Thursday morning in
the mountain range that separates Santa Cruz and Santa Clara
counties. The area, about 15
miles south of San Jose, is rural
but dotted with homes.
The cause remained under
investigation.
Kathy Adams and Kenneth
Rich hadn't even gotten a
chance to return to their property before learning from news
photographers who had taken
pictures of their home that
their house, built by Adams'
father, was lost. The couple had

gathered Friday afternoon at a
market in Corralitos with other
evacuees, exchanging news
about their homes and neighbors.
"I feel a great sadness in my
heart for everybody who is
involved in this event," Rich
said ''It's devastating."
To the south, the stormy
weather in Southern California
that got the Memorial Day
weekend off to a soggy start was
expected to continue through
Saturday before clearing, said
Stuart Seto, a weather specialist

with the National Weather Service in Oxnard
In Sierra Madre, just northeast ofLos Angeles, dirty brown
water and sludge washed onto
the roads in a densely populated
canyon below foothills that
were burned bare by a wildfire
about a month ago.
Two roads were closed after
a pre-dawn landslide of mud
and debris. A skiploader was
brought in to clear the area as
road crews standing in footdeep muck wielded shovels.
Residents were urged to

leave Thursday night when
thunderstorms pounded the
hillsides but few did, said James
Carlson of the city's emergency
operations center.
Resident Mary Dotson said
she was exhausted after sleeping less than three hours while
worrying about the hillside.
She said neighbors in the
close-knit community had been
planning a weekend party to celebrate the completion of a
neighbor's pool
"It's filled with mud," Dotson
said

PART TIME

ALTAMONTE MALL

407-339-5020

I

SEMINOLE TOWN CENTER

407-688-9887

I

OVIEDO MARKET PLACE

407-359-7870
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UCF KNIGHTS PLAZA

407-882-3224
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County Sheriff's Office of
$43,000 in overtime and more
supervisors could be implicated, authorities said Friday.
Lt. Sandra Nealy, 46, of Riviera Beach, was arrested early
Friday and charged with 17
counts of fraud, including falsifying official documents and
illegal use of another person's
identity.
According to sheriff's officials, Nealy and other supervisors manipulated records so
that they and friends could
work lucrative overtime shifts
guarding
hospitalized
inmates. Sheriff's officials said
the overtime system was
intended to save money and
benefit lower-paid deputies.
But they accuse Nealy of
enlisting fellow employees to
reserve overtime slots and
either work them herself or
doled them out to friends.
Nealy's attorney, Michael
Salnick, told the South Florida
Sun-Sentinel that she would
plead not guilty and would
"vigorously defend" herself
against the charges.
Nealy,
who
earned
$103,000 a year before overtime, is only charged with one
year's worth of violations,
although investigators said
the scheme may have gone on
for up to four years.
Records show the Palm
Beach Sheriff's Office overtime costs for guarding
injured · prisoners jumped
from $287,000 in 2003 to
$699,700 in 2006. The costs
could reach $1.1 million this
year.
Nealy's arrest affidavit stated that 33 supervisors worked
a third of the 28,500 hours of
the hospital overtime paid out
last year. Six other supervisors, including two lieutenants and four sergeants,
could face similar charges
next week, Palm Beach Sheriff
Ric Bradshaw said.
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Daredevil Robbie "Kaptain" Knievel jumps over 24 delivery trucks, his longest gap ever
of 200 ft., at Kings Island amusement park. Acrowd of more than 40,000 watched him.
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country
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Oklahoma facing budget cuts,
asking for low admin expenses
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TULSA, Okla. The
Oklahoma State Regents for
Higher Education have asked
state colleges and universities to keep administrative
expenses down but the cost
of tuition is likely to rise.
State regents Chairman
Bill W. Burgess Jr. said
regents have reminded colleges to let students know
that any increases in tuition
will go toward faculty pay,
technology, counseling and
library resources that will all
benefit them. Budget cuts
should not come from faculty
or classroom experiences,
Burgess said.
Regents expect budgets to
be tight because colleges
received $1.033 billion in
funding from the state Legislature, instead of the $1.2 billion requested. Among $43
million in projected cost
increases are rising prices for
health care, fuel, utilities and
retirement plans.
University of Oklahoma
President David Boren has
predicted a 9.9 percent
increase in tuition and
mandatory fees, similar to
the 9.7 percent increase
approved last year.
Regents are giving 89 percent of the budget directly to
colleges for operations. The
rest will go toward financial
aid, special programs and
other uses. They left $1.5 million unallocated and will
decide at a meeting next
month how to spend it.
At that meeting, regents
will be asked to approve
tuition costs for the state's
colleges and universities.
Burgess said he expects rates
to vary because "each institution is different." For example, professional schools.such
as medical schools cost more
to run, so he would expect
their tuition increases to be
bigger.
The Legislature appropriated $258 million for the University of Oklahoma and $255
million for Oklahoma State
University.
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Robbie Knievel jumps 200 feet
and beats fathers old record

Rebel leader of Colombian
guerrilla army FARC is dead

MASON, Ohio - Robbie
"Kaptain" Knievel, son of
the late daredevil Evel
Knievel,
successfully
jumped over 24 delivery
trucks Saturday night at the
site of one of his father's
most famous stunts.
"Hopefully I'll see you
after the jump," Knievel told
the crowd before he climbed
the start ramp.
Knievel, 46, had said he
would need to be going 95
miles per hour at take off for
the 200-foot jump, which
began from a three-story tall
ramp and was completed
amid wild cheers, bqoming
explosions and shooting
flames at Kings Island
amusement
park near
Cincinnati
After touching down at
the tip of the landing ramp,
Knievel gave the crowd a
thumbs-up, raced his bike
back and forth and popped a
wheelie.
"He took a really hard
shot at the landing," said
Knievel's business partner,
Jeff Lowe. "But he's thrilled.
We're all thrilled. He was a
lot more nervous about this
jump than he let on."
Evel Knievel jumped 115
feet over 14 buses at Kings
Island in 1975 in an event
that was watched by more
than half of the nation's television viewers. He died last
year at the age of 69 after
suffering from failing health
for many years.
Robbie Knievel dedicated his stunt to his father, U.S.
war veterans and those serving in the military.

BOGOTA, Colombia Colombia's Defense Ministry said Saturday it
believes the legendary
leader of Latin America's
largest guerrilla army is
dead and President Alvaro
Uribe announced he is willing to offer rebels who free
hostages "cond.i.tional liberty'' and passage abroad.
Manuel
"Sureshot"
Marulanda,commanderof
the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia, or
FARC, died on March 26, the
ministry said in a statement,
citing "different military
intelligence means."
'We know that inside the
FARC, the version is that he
died of natural causes,
specifically from a heart
attack," the ministry said.
"Whether the death of
Marulanda came in a born- .
bardment or from natural
causes, this would be the
most serious blow this terrorist group has suffered."
Marulanda, whose real
name is Pedro Antonio
Marin, was believed to be
about 80, and had led the
peasant-based FARC since
its founding in 1964.
Colombia's government
has announced his death
various times over the past
15 years, but each time proof
that he was alive cropped up
months later.
The FARC did not immediately respond on the Web
sites that publish rebel communiques.
Colombia has tried for
years to bring down the
FARC, which the government says is currently holding 700 hostages, including
three U.S. military contractors and French-Colombian
Ingrid Betancourt, who was
running for president when
the rebels kidnapped her in
2002.

Aftershock and threat of floods

cause more problems in China

'

CHENGDU, China One of the most powerful
aftershocks to hit quake-ravaged central China killed
one person, le.ft dozens
more injured and leveled
homes Sunday, as soldiers
carrying explosives hiked to
a blocked-off river to alleviate the threat of floods.
Some 260 people were
injured in the aftershock
Sunday afternoon, the government-run China News
Service said, with 24 in serious condition. The agency
said many homes had collapsed and roads were damaged, but gave no specific
figures.
The magnitude 5.8 aftershock was among the most
powerful recorded since the
initial May 12 quake, the U.S.
Geological Survey said. The
China National Seismic Neiwork, which uses a different
measurement system, said
the aftershock was the
strongest of dozens. The
aftershock caused office
towers to sway in Beijing,
800 miles away.
Earlier Sunday, the cabinet said the confirmed death
toll from the quake rose to
62,664, with another 23,775
people missing. Premier
Wen Jiabao has said the
number of dead could surpass 80,000.
Millions have been left
homeless, and some are now
at risk of being inundated by
floods from new lakes created when landslides from the
quake and aftershocks
dammed rivers.
North of the epicenter,
1,600 soldiers and police
were hiking to a blocked
river outside Beichua:n, each
carrying 22 pounds of explosives to blast through the
debris in hopes of preventing flooding, the official Xinhua News Agency reported.
Bad weather meant they
could not use helicopters to
reach the lake.
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Tornadoes hit Midwest again;
this time few killed or hurt
OKLAHOMA CITY - A
slow-moving storm packing
tornadoes and hail battered
rural Oklahoma on Saturday,
destroying several buildings,
tearing up trees and tossing a
mobile home onto a highway.
The bodies of two storm victims were found in Kansas.
A twister destroyed three
barns at a hog farm near
Lacey in Kingfisher County,
about 75 miles northwest of
Oklahoma
City,
said
Michelann Ooten, a spokeswoman for the Oklahoma
Emergency Management
Department.
No injuries were reported
at the farm or elsewhere in
the state.
John Hardaway, a production manager at the farm,
said the 3,900 pigs housed at
the farm were kept in crates
and most were not hurt.
In Garfield County, a trailer · was blown onto State
Highway 74 near Covington
and . power lines were
downed, said the county's
emergency manage½ Mike
Honigsberg.
The pace of the storm
was slow for a system producing so many tornadoes,
Daryl Williams, a meteorologist with the National
Weather Service office in
Norman. ·
Saturday's storm followed
two days of violent weather
in the Midwest. In Kansas,
cleanup was under way a day
after a storm system raked
the state with at least 17 tornadoes.
That storm killed at least
two people, injured at least
six others and heavily damaged at least 19 homes,
authorities said
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HOLCOMBE, Wis.
Mitch Bocik waddles to the
putting green, his legs bent
and unsteady, his putter doubling as a cane. For balance,
his left hand grips the right
shoulder of D.J. Engel; his
half brother and almost constant companion.
Enjoying a round of golf,
the two are home from war,
taking care of each other just
~ they did that dreadful day
m Iraq when a roadside
bomb blew apart their lives
as Anny soldiers.
Bocik misses his 15-foot
putt, leaving it short. Engel
picks up the ball, helping
again.
The 22-year-old Bocik is
paralyzed from the knees

down. Lucky, he says, to be
alive and able to even crudely walk. He sometimes falls,
but says, "It is not that big a
deal."
Engel, 26, deals with emotional scars - and some
guilt. It was just months after
he had encouraged his little
brother to join the Army that
he rushed to rescue him from
a mangled Army vehicle,
thinking he was probably
dead.
Today, they live together
in a new home in northern
Wisconsin filled with modern convenie~ces, including
a 55-inch flat screen Tv; bigboy toys like snowmobiles,
and medals from their tour in
Iraq. They are young men
who have lived the horrors of
war as Army Reservists
called to active duty and are

moving on together.
"We have gone through
hell," Engel says.
"Hell on earth," Bocik
agrees.Bocik, once a high school
basketball star who averaged
21 points and eight rebounds
a game, now goes daily for
physical therapy to strengthen his legs and hopes to play
wheelchair basketball. He
would like to become a
banker.
Engel works full-time as a
prison corrections officer,
though he is preparing to go
back to Iraq again in November.
Golf gives them a chance
to forget the war - and to
kid around.
"I am at a disadvantage. I
don't get a practice swing,"
Bocik jokes. Even so, he often

Here's looking at you

•

drives the ball straighter, Engel
says.
Just getting to be with his
little brother, he adds, "is good
enough for me."
Bocik is one of about 30,000
U.S. military personnel who
have been wounded in hostile
action in Iraq since the beginning of the war in March 2003,
according to the U.S. Defense
Department.
The casualties include more
than 4,000 deaths.
For Bocik and Engel, whose
father was married to their different mothers, life is a partnership. For example, as Bocik
mounts a treadmill as part of
his daily therapy, Engel turns
on the television to ESPN for
him. They play pool.
"I am definitely proud of
him," Engel says.
Bocik's physical therapist,
Scott Ziolkowski, is, top. "It
was a .huge thing for him to
stand up,'' he says.
The brothers' journey to
·1raq together began one night
in Milwaukee, with some beers
after they played basketball.
''You should join my unit.
Go· join th~ Army," Engel
recalls telling Bocik. "He jus~
kind of looked at me an&
thought about it for a second
and said, 'OK"'
Within two minutes they
had a plan.
"The next day,'' says Bocik,
"I was at the recruiting office."
His attitude was, "Let's give it a
whirl and see what happens."
Sighing as he sits in his wheelchair and recalls that day in
October 2005, he adds, "What a
decision I made."
Two weeks later he was in
basic training. Three weeks
after that he was told he would
be deployed to Iraq with a new
company of recruits.
"I got myself into that company," Engel said..
They arrived together in
Iraq in September 2006,
assigned on missions to escort
soldiers and search for roadside bombs.
'We fmd them. If not, we
would get blown up," Bocik says.
In seven months, the brothers' unit found 100 roadside
bombs, including the one that
hurt Bocik on May 15, 2007.
'We drove over it once and
they hit us coming back," Bocik
says. "I don't remember any of
it. I got knocked out."
The blast blew his head
against the roof of the vehicle,
compressing his spinal cord.
Engel was in the lead vehicle of the convoy, about a half
mile away.
"I remember looking back
and seeing the mushroom
cloud," he says. He drove as

'
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Mitch Bodk, left, gets help walking on a green as he plays golf with his half-brother DJ.
Engel. Bocik and Engel served together in Iraq, where Bodk was injured by a roadside bomb.

close to the carnage as he
could before jumping out and
running toward it.
He remembers thinking,
"my brother's dead,"' Engel
recalls. "I must have been
yelling his name. I don't
remember. All the guys told
me I was yelling his name.
Then, I heard him yell my
name."
The younger brother muttered that he couldn't feel his
legs and, to keep him calm,
Engel lied that it was just a
temporary injury - a football
stinger.
Bocik spent the next five
months in hospitals. "They
didn't know if I was going to
make it or not when I first got
to Germany,'' Bocik says.
The brothers reunited last
September when Engel's unit
returned from Iraq. Engel
spent a month with Bocik at
the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Milwaukee before
they returned to Holcombe
and established their new
home.
"I still can't move my ankles
or toes," Bocik says. "The sides
of my legs, I can't feel. I can't
feel the back of my legs. I don't
have any hot or cold sensation
from the waist down. When I
bend my knees, I can stand. But

as soon as I straighten my legs
out, I will tip right over..."
He is able to do chores such
as grocery shopping, while
Engel can more easily vacuum,
cook and carry things.
And they talk.
"It is like talking to shrinks
when we talk back and forth to
each other. We have been
through so much," Bocik says.
"It is definitely a lot of help
having him here."
The brothers display their
flags and medals, including
Engel's bronze star and Bocik's
purple heart, in a dining room.
cabinet. Nearby is a framed
picture showing the wrecked
Army vehicle that Bocik was
driving the day he was hurt.
"The first time I saw those
pictures, I broke down. I cried,"
Bocik says. "It is crazy that
somebody could survive something like that. It also works
like motivation for me to get to
physical therapy."
Bocik knows his brother has
orders to return to Iraq in several months.
"I would go back in an
instant if I could, especially if
he was going over there. That
would be a no brainer,'' Bocik
says. "I don't like it because
there is always that chance he
might not come back."
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ABrown Anole (Anolis sagrei), also known as the Cuban Anole, sits perched on a lamp in the Burnett Honors Garden. An
invasive, exotic species, the Brown AnQle is often confused with the native Green Anole (Anolis carolinensis), commonly called
the American Chameleon, which have the ability to change color between green and brown.
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Students' photos
reflect personality

· Vast education plans in the works
FROM

A1

he said to the crowd.
Obama explained his plans
for reworking the public
school system, starting with
what he called the most important part of a child's education:
teachers. 'We can't afford a
teacher shortage," he said.
He introduced plans to use
federal funds to properly compensate underpaid public
school teachers, as well as offer
professional development programs to school districts and
teachers all over the country.
According to Obama, a weak
support system is at fault for
high-teacher turnover. By providing mentors for new teachers and a continuing professional education program,
Obama said he hopes to retain
good teachers.
He also offered plans for a
scholarship program for those
who commit to teaching when
they enter college. Young students have to dedicate themselves to teaching in troubled
schools throughout the country and, in return, will be given
tuition to college.
His educational plans didn't
stop at teachers. Obama said he
would like to offer more after
school. before school and summer school programs to "keep
kids off the street." But, he said,
it's just as important to help atrisk parents get their children
where they need to be.
Obama emphasized plans
to help anyone have access to
higher education. Obama proposed a $4,000 yearly grant for
college students who complete
community service projects or
serve their country in some
way.

Lustig was particularly
excited about the $4,000 scholarship for college students, and
he said that he would do work
for Habitat for Humanity and
other organizations as a trade
for the funds.
Although Obama didn't say
he won the race, he exerted
confidence in his ability to
conquer the Democratic party.
"I can't do it by myself," he
said, but emphasized that with
the help of his supporters, he

FROM
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Barack Obama smiles as the Kissimmee Civic Center crowd cheers him on. Obama's plans indude putting money back into middle dass pockets.

would go to the Democratic
National
Convention
in
August and he is "going to
accept that nomination."
A question-and-answer session filled the second half of
the meeting, with questions
from members in the audience. An aerospace engineer
from NASA asked about plans
for the space program once the
space shuttle program ends.
Obama replied that he plans to
maintain and strengthen the
space program once they have
worked together to "define a
core mission."
"Other
countries
can
leapfrog us ifwe don't make an
investment," Obama said. To
him, however, part of that

investment is in the future
employees of NASA "I'm a
lawyer," he said. "But we have
enough lawyers. We need
engineers."
Some of the largest cheers
from the crowd came when
Obama reiterated his plans to
put money back into middleclass pockets. His plans include
a $1,000 tax CtJ.t per family, per
year and an earned income tax
credit for people who are working 40-hour weeks but still cannot make ends meet. 'We will
make sure you aren't living in
poverty," Obama said.
Obama also said that, under
his plan, everyone will have
access to high-quality primary
care, and that those who can-

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

not afford it will be subsidized
by the government.
After the meeting, Urbach
and Lustig said their allegiance
to Obama remained strong.
"Now I ·can see that he is
truly as cool as he acts on Tv;"
Lustig said. ''He's really down
to earth. He's shaking everybody's hands and really talking
to everyone about the truth."
Urbach was slightly more
skeptical "He mentioned a lot
of plans that would probably
cost a lot ofmoney, and I'm not
sure how he would pay for that
stuff; that's what I'm worried
about," Urbach said. How.ever,
he said that he is still more confident in Obama's abilities after
seeing him speak.
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The focus of the photography is also not limited to a particular style or genre.
''The students can do whatever their focus is," said Wyatt,
"and we will assist them in that
specific area.
This student exhibit was
self-juried and self-edited. The
students' award for participating is their degree, Jason Burrell said. Burrell coordinated
the UCF end ofthe exhibit and
is a professor within the college of arts and humanities. ·
'What most people don't
know about the exhibit is that
it travels," said Burrell "Next, it
is planned to go to the Museum of Arts and Sciences in
Volusia County."
Gary Lester, a student featured in the show, had a unique
portfolio. He used lif~like figurines rather than actual people in his pictures, which were
strongly influenced by the war
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
"I am concerned with how
we view soldiers," said Lester.
"We tend not to think of them
as people. We think.of them as
things. When they die, they are
just numbers. We seem to
have no compassion or regard
for what their lives might have
been like."
Lester has been doing photography for about five years
and plans to become a photography instructor on the high
school or community college
level Ultimately, he'd love to
direct films.
"Some of my photographs
tend to be on the dark side and
a bit moody," Lester said.
"Since I love movies, I try to
create cinematic images. Not
all of them, ofcourse, deal with
death. I think most of us have a
fear of death and my pictures
tend to be therapeutic.
Because the images are on the
abstract side, it becomes easier
to cope with the concept."
Clarissa Bonet took a different approach when she was
working on her thesis. While
Bonet also strives to create a
strong cinematic feel with her
photos, she chose to focus on
her own life. Herportf0lio consisted of selfportraits comparing her life to the world around
her. She's been a fan ofphotography for her whole life and
took her first class about seven
years ago.
''My images are very personal. They stem from something that happened in my life.
But at the same time, I want
them to represent the
everyday woman," Bonet said.
"The things my images are
about are everyday struggles
for women in our society, and
through my images I comment
onthetn.."
Bonet plans to attend grad-

uate school to continue study
ing photography and is cons·
eringteaching after she's
rienced everything the worl
has to offer. She is extrem
ambitious and plans to hav
her work hanging on gall
walls in the future.
"I want to own my o
photography company wi
my husband, Luis Bueno, wh~
is also a photographer in the
show," said Bonet.
Kim Kuhn was inspired bYi
·pictures she had taken o ~
father in the past. He has
her subject matter througho
her studies, whether it was
simple studio assignments o~
work that was far more co
ceptual
'When it came time t
decide on my thesis project,
knew that I wanted my wo
to be something meanin
and personal," explaine
Kuhn, ''because I find tha
when a subject is something
am passionate about, the resul
is often much stronger."
Kuhn used her proje~1, t
tackle old issues that she ~
encountered with her father·
the past and ended up fee ·
more empathy for him, rathe
than bitterness, which ca
a shift in the photos. She
also influenced by other par
ent-child relationships, an
how when parents becom
more human to their childre
parents stop shielding the·
emotions and turn out to
much more relatable.
"One partj.cular treatme
that carries on throughout th
images is that I really do n
show my father's face. The s·
nificance is that I wanted t
address his loss of identi
after my parents' divorce,
Kuhn said. ''By omitting ·
face, I make a personal subj
matter less personal and mol"
distant, which is the way that
feit from him."
By making her pictures 1
personal. she is also able t
make them more relatable t
the viewer, allowing them tl
put themseM;!S in his place.
Richard Avedon is one o
Kuhn's biggest influences. Lik~
Avedon, she does a lot of her
work in black and white and
often shoots in a studio.
,
"I've always admired the
way that he was able to mo~
the viewer with his portr
ture, and that is s9mething
I have strived to do throu
my photography," said Kuhn.
Kuhn has also been doin
photography for about se~
years, and she would love t
earn her master's degree an.
teach. She hopes to be able o
encourage, inspire and gui e
her future students.
For more information ctn
the annual exhibit, or to viE:f;v
the work of these students,
visit www.art.uc£edu/BSphQtography/ thesis/2008.b.tm1.
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Marrying young
may affect students

.,

FROM

Al

riage at a young age serves as
nothing more than an
interference.
Economics major David
Marren feels that marrying
during one's college years sacrifices priorities for someone

'

'
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'
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else.
''I don't think two people in
college should be married,"
Marren said. "Once you get
where you want to be in life,
then you can worry about
someone else."
Marren added that marrying while in school would create an obstacle in the way of
focusing on earning a degree.
"If love conquers all, then
you don't need to rush into a
wedding," Marren said. ''You
can do what you need to, and it
will still be there when you
have established a future for
yourself:"
While a marriage could
become a distraction at a
young age for some, it could
also settle students down,
bring them out of the college
party scene and allow them to
concentrate on their studies.
''Marriage is a full-time job
with additional responsibilities
and pressure," Liz Grauerholz
of the UCF sociology department said ''It truly depends on
the individual and could
absolutely cause some students to party less and study
more."
Despite remembering the
stress of a full load of college
courses, some UCF alumni
recall their married years at the
university.
"Be prepared to handle a lot
of stress, and don't allow the
stress to get between you and
your fiance or you and your
family;" said Jill Egnot-Trealout, a UCF alumna who was
married while attending .the
university.
Egnot-Trealout
explained that once you plan a
wedding while taking on classes, an internship and a job,

"Marriage is a
full-time job
with additional
responsibilities
and pressure."
- LIZ GRAUERHOLZ
UCF SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

everything else seems like a
breeze.
"The fact is you just have to
be organized and commit to all
your activities if you are going
to get married during one of
the busiest times of your life,"
she said
Joshua Panton, a UCF student who is also married, said
that the planning wasn't really
a distraction for him because
his wife took care of the majority.
''I would say each person is
different, and in different situations, both financially as well
as socially," Panton said "I, for
<;me, work almost full time and
somehow manage to take four
classes a semester. I only have
a semester or two left. It is hard,
and if you can't handle the
responsibilities of it all, don't
get married until after." .
Yet despite the uncertainties and subjectivity of love,
one thing seems for certain: the
move from girlfriend and
boyfriend to husband and wife
is dependent upon the values
and mindset of the individuals
embarking on the walk to the
alter. Some are ready to take on
everything at once and right
away, but others are choosing
to postpone their wedding
bells until after graduation
when their future is more
secure. Either way, happiness
and love are at the root of the
movement.
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Obama's message reflects unity
FROM

Al

dog beating big money. It is
the story of an underdog beating the Democratic Party's
favorite candidate."
Obama's landmark campaign against his opponent,
Blair Hull, who spent $26 million of his own money in the
primary, and lost, is very
important to the American
people.
"It is good because it shows
that our candidates can't just
be purchased and our vote is
not for sale. The Obama campaign and its strategic use of
limited
resources
[ was
impressive]."
Obama spent $6 million in
the primary. His ability to
mobilize grassroots organizers, appeal to young people,
raise large amounts of money
and harness the power of the
Internet are things that
Dupuis said would serve him
well -in his presidential campaign.
"There is probably no campaign to date that has shown
such great specificity with the
use of the Internet"
John Martino, deputy state
coordinator for UCF Students
for Barack Obama and former
president of College Demod
rats at UCF, knows firstballc;\
the important role young pe<>i
pie play in Obama's campai~
"Students for Barack
Obama is actually part of
Obaxna for America, meaning
we are an official part of the
campaign. We attend conference calls and give our input,''
said Martino.
This direct involvement
was important to Martino. He,
like many of his peers, said
that politicians often forget
the 18-25 voting block and dismiss them as apathetic due to
their low turnout at the polls.
Martino said, "I think the
majority of young people just
had to hear his message, and it
resonated We are tired of the
same old politicians ignoring
us, so we are . fighting for
someone we believe in. It's
amazing."
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Associate professor of political science, Martin Dupuis, stands next to his book, Barad< Obama:
TheNewfaceofAmericanpolitics. Dupuis worked on Obama'sSenate campaign in Illinois.

Due to the faith and confi- Dupuis made a few predicdence.Obama's campaign has tions about the presidential
put in young people, Martino · race, many of which have
feels they have given · back come true.
''I think I am the first to say
with unrivaled hard work and
we may have a brokered condedication.
"I have made hundreds of vention," Dupuis said
Dupuis wrote the book
calls, volunteered at many
events and tried to spread the with a former colleague, Keith
message on campus and in my Boeckelman of Western Illilocal community," said Marti- nois University. They both
no.
predicted that national polls
Dupuis also said that he would be incorrect.
Dupuis said, "Polls were
was amazed by the success of
UCF Students for Barack saying he was down all across
Obama in their fundraising the country. We said we can't
and events around Central go by national polls because
Florida. He accepts no credit the nomination is done state
as their faculty adviser, stat- by state. We dismissed the
ing that they did all the hard trend to look at national polls
and said to look closely at the
work
Though the book is a case states. Sure enough, the pollstudy of Obama's Senate race, sters predicted wrongly."

But Dupuis does not have a
crystal ball. His comparisons
and predictions were the
result ofyears of careful study.
Dupuis was teaching at
Western Illinois University
when he first met state Sen.
Barack Obama.
Dupuis said, "He was a
great orator. He spoke with a
lot of passion and eloquence,
and I thought, whoa. this is
really someone to watch. And
sure enough, when he started
to run for the United States
Senate, I jumped on the bandwagon."
Martino also was extremely impressed with Obama the
first time he saw him, and he
continues to be impressed by
the movement he has sparked.
Martino said, "For the first
time in my life I feel like I actually believe in something
worth believing in and am
excited to be part of this."
While he volunteered for
Obama's Senate campaign,
Dupuis compiled his case
study.
Dupuis said, "It is an academic text. It is a thick,
thoughtful analysis about his
senate campaign. It was not
written as an easy summer
read It is not about his personal life or Obama the man. It
is about Obama the senator. I
did not expect anyone to take
it to the beach."
Dupuis said that Obama's
message is the same now as it
was in his senatorial campaign: "pragmatic politics,
reaching across the aisle, solving the real problems and
work in civil rights."
According to Dupuis,
Obama's message is the
themes that unite us and not
what divides us, which has
been what polarizes Americans. The unity is what resonates with voters.
Martino
was
also
impressed with Obama's ability to unify.
Martino said, "It literally
put chills down my spine."
Dupuis' book will soon be
published by a Korean publisher.
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RED WINGS CLAIM GAME 1OF
STANLEY CUP FINALS

DETROIT - Mikael Samuelsson
broke out ofascoring slump, and Chris
Osgood stifled the Pittsburgh Penguins'
young and talented stable offorwards
with 19 saves to lift the Detroit Red
Wings to a 4-0 victory Saturday night in
the first game ofthe Stanley Cup finals.
Samuelsson doubled his playoff goal
total in the biggest game of his fiveseason NHL career. He had been
dropped to Detroit's third line earlier in
the playoffs and had posted only two
assists since a two-goal outburst on
Mayl
"I just live in the moment," said
Samuelsson, who scored two goals in
ll. games during the 2002-03 season
with the Penguins.'We played good as
a team. I'm lucky to be the one who
scored a couple of goals."
Samuelsson was traded to Florida in
adeal that helped the Penguins land
goalie Marc-Andre Fleury
Detroit overpowered the rookie
Fleury with a 36--shot barrage. Osgood
didn't face nearly as much pressure and
locked up his second postseason
shutout this season and the 12th in his
playoff career.
Game 2is tonight in Detroit

BASKETBALL

FORMER GATOR NOAH BUSTED
FOR CANNABIS POSSESSION

COURTESYUCFSPORTS.COM

GAINESVILLE, Fla. - Authorities in
Gainesville have charged Chicago Bulls
forward and former Florida star Joakim
Noah with possession of cannabis and
having an open container of alcohol.
Gainesville police spokesman Sgt.
Rick Roberts says Noah was arrested
around 1:50 a.m.Sunday after an
officer spotted him on a sidewalk
holding a plastic cup containing an
amber drink,a violation of city
ordinance. During asearch at the
station, officers found a cannabis
cigarette in his pocket
Noah was released after signing a
notice to appear before a judge standard procedure for offenses like
this. He could face up to 6 months in jail
and a $500 fine for the cannabis
charge.
Noah led the Gators to back-to-back
national championships before being
picked ninth overall in last June's draft
bytheBulls.
Acourt appearance is expected
within a month.

UCF third baseman Shane Brown watches as his hit falls in for a double to right field against Southern Miss during the Knights' 8-5 loss Wednesday in the C-USA Championship. Brown
went 4-for-8 at the plate in UCF's two tournament games, but his bat couldn't save the Knights from being eliminated.by Tulane on Friday.

Knights see season come to
quick end at C-USA tourney
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

It seemed to be a fitting end
to a stormy season for the UCF
Baseball team.
Battling through all the controversy surrounding former
head coach Jay Bergman, a
midseason coaching change,
and the hopes of a team that
started 19-1 before wheezing
through the final 38 games of
the season with only J2 wins,
the Knights found themselves
facing a rain delay in their
elimination :µiatchup with
Tulane in the Conference USA
Championship.
Though the game was
moved from Thursday to Friday, the Knights (31-27) couldn't salvage their season as
Tulane (37-19-1) used a late
rally to move past UCF, 5-2.
Toe Knights ended their season on a six-game losing
streak.
"It was a great game," interim head coach Craig Cozart

CELTICS WIN FIRST PLAYOFF
ROAD GAME, BEAT PISTONS

The Boston Celtics insisted they
weren't worried about winning a road
game, knowing their time woufd come
in the playoffs. Perfect timing.
Kevin Garnett scored ll. points to lead
Boston to a 94-80 victory over the
Detroit Pistons on Saturday night and a
2-1 lead in the f.astem Conference finals.
The NBA's top-seeded team had lost
its first six road games- tying a
league record - and was 9--0 at home
until losing to Detroit in the previous
game.
"I think the loss rejuvenated us,"
Celtics captain Paul Pierce said'We really
wanted to come out and getthis one."
The Pistons will host Game 4tonight.
'Tuey got home court back," Detroit
coach Rip Saunders said."Monday is a
crucial game for us - the biggest of
the year."
The Pistons' Rasheed Wallace
disagreed.
"I don't see it as a big thing," he said,
choosing not to make his latest
guarantee."lt's all about whoever gets
to four."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

said in a press release. "The
pitchers battled hard for the
better part of seven innings.
It's just all about opportunities.
If you want to look at our situation, we haven't taken advantage of opportunities, really
over the last three or four
weeks of the season, unfortunately. It caught up with us
today.
"So, that's why we find ourselves finished with the season"
For five innings, UCF
· looked like it would live to
play another day. After Kiko
Vazquez reached base when
he was hit by a pitch in the
bottom of the fourth inning,
Shane Brown laced a 3-1
pitch from Matt Petiton
over the center-field wall
for a two-run home run,
breaking the scoreless tie
and putting the Knights
up 2-0. Brown, who went
2-for-4 with a run and two
PLEASE SEE
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Toe UCF Men's Basketball
team knew it would have a void
at guard with the departures of
Dave Noel, Mike O'Donnell,
Chip Cartwright and Mike Battle after the 2007-2008 season
Head Coach Kirk Speraw
and his assistants went a long
way to fill that void this month
with the signing of William
Weathers and Isaac Sosa, two
guards who are expected to
have plenty of playing time as
freshmen next season
Weathers, a 6-foot 170pound point guard, is noted for
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texashoops.com. "fll play fullcourt pressure defense, have
being quick and athletic on some freedom cm offense, and
both ends of the court. He likes penetrate and hit the open
to get the offense into action man"
While Weathers recognized
quickly and prides himself on·
that he needs to get stronger to
creating havoc on defense.
Weathers played on his high deal with the rigors of Conferschool basketball team at ence USA. Speraw knows that
Lewisville High School, which he is getting a player who is
is located outside ofDallas. As a used to overcoming obstacles.
senior, Weathers averaged 17.5 Weathers is a native of New '
points, 7.2 assists, 4.0 rebounds Orleans, but relocated to Texas
and 4.0 steals as he led his team due to Hurricane Katrina
'William will be a great
to a 27-8 mark and a No.13 ranking in the final Texas class 5A addition to our program," Speraw said in a press release. ''He is
poll
''I can do all the little tlrings, a dedicated and competitive
and I feel that [UCF will] give basketball player. He has shown
me an opportunity to do that,"
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KNIGHTS ON A9

Weathers, Sosa to reload backcourt
· Sports Editor

tra,ght

EARLYRISER
UCF COUidn't quite co

Men's basketball inks guards
BRIAN MURPHY

.

There were two words that
were on the minds and the
shirts ofthe UCF Baseball team
this spring:
''Punch Back."
It was the Knights' motto for
2008 and everyone was buying.
Toe Knights had never finished above .500 in their two
Conference USA campaigns,
but they felt this was the season
in which they had finally
become a force. There was a
buzz witlrin the team.
There were expectations.
And to start, the Knights
came out of their comer firing
knockout blows to any opponent in their path. Even with its
best all-around hitter, Kiko
Vazquez, on the mend with a
broken forearm, the Knights
completed its non-conference
schedule with a 19-1 record
Toe Knights outscored its
opponents 178-77 over that
stretch and everything was
rosy as they headed into Conference USA play. They were
even getting some respect with
the No. 16 ranking they
received from one national collegiate baseball poll
Toe Knights first C-USA
test came at Southern Miss
from March 21 to March 23. It
didn't take long into that weekend for everyone to realize one
fact: This opponent is different
from the ones that the Knights
decimated earlier in the season
While the record looked
nice, the likes of Wagner, Siena
and Florida A&M don't compare to the competition in one
of the top five baseball conferences in the nation
The Knights lost two of
three games in that first series
and quickly slid downhill, losing eight of their next 10 games,
including all six in conference
play.
Once they started losing
games, the Knights began losing players. With Vazquez on
the shelf for another 20 games,
UCF saw its top starting pitcher, Jaager Good, go down for the
season with an elbow injury.
Shane Brown, one of the team's
top hitters, missed nearly all of
April with a tom meniscus.
He returned for the April 29

Will Craig Cozart becpme UCF's full-time
coach? We'll have to wait for the an$wer.

ISSAC
SOSA

WILLIAM
WEATHERS

POSITION

POSITION

_Point guard or shooting guard.

Point guard.

NOTABLE SKILLS

NOTABLE SKILLS

He has impressed coaches with
shooting and high basketball IQ.

He is quick on both ends of the
court and a pressure defender.

CHOSE UCF OVER ...

CHOSE UCF OVER ...

Washington State, Kansas State,
UAB, SMU, Colorado.

North Carolina-Greensboro,
Toledo,San Diego.

•
•
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Knights can't catch up
FROM

A8

sixth.
Herold walked two batters
to start the inning before striking out Seth Henry and then
issuing a walk to Rob Segedin
to load the bases.
Herold couldn't recover
from there as Jared Dyer followed Segedin and smacked a
2-2 pitch into left field for a
single, driving in two runs and
tying the score.
"He cruised through five
and then. walks three guys,"
Cozart said about Herold in a
press release. "A lot of people
probably thought I should
have yanked him by then, but I
thought he deserved the
opportunity to work his way
out of that. Then he gives up
the base hit and two runs, and
by that time, it was time to
make a move."
The move eventually paid
off for the Knights as Austin
Hudson was able to come in
and get a forceout and a
lineout to end the inning.
The Green Wave would
eventually score the go-ahead
run in the eighth inning on a
Scott Powell fielder's choice,
which scored Segedin and
gave Tulane a 3-2 lead Tulane
never looked back, as they
added two more runs in the
· ninth on a two-run shot from
Henry.
UCF tried to answer in the
final frame as Chris Duffy .
drew a walk to start the inning,
but Eric Kallstrom grounded
into a double play and Tyson
Auer popped out .to end the
game and the season for the
Knights.

UCF wins bid war for Sosa
FROM

A8

the ability to overcome great
challenges and adversity during his years in high school We
look forward to him joining the
UCF basketball family."
Weathers
signed
his
National Letter of Intent to
attend UCF on the final day of
the spring signing period
Wednesday. He was also
recruited by schools such as
San Diego and University of
North Carolina-Greensboro.
''I really liked the feel of the
[UCF] campus, and the coaching staff and the players all
made me feel that I was wanted
there," Weathers said ''They're
dedicated to getting better, the
atmosphere is great, and I
know I'm going to love it
there."
The Knights received Sosa's
commitment on May 5. He is a
6-foot-:-3 combo guard who can

RBIs in the game, finished the
season as the Knights' leader .
in batting average (367) home
runs (nine), and RBIs (49).
"I just worked the count to my
favor ... and got a fastball right
down the middle and put a
good swing on it," Brown said
about the home run in a press
release.
Mitch Herold started on
the mound for the Knights
and pitched five innings of
shutout baseball, but then saw
everything unravel in the

•

A9

play either point or shooting
guard Sosa is known for his
scoring ability and high knowledge of the game. His AAU
coach with the Miami 'lropics,
Art Alvarez, told ucfsports.com
that Sosa once made 53 3-pointers in a row during practice.
''He has the complete package," Alvarez said
Sosa averaged 195 points, 65
rebounds and 4.0 assists as a
senior at Grandview Prep in
Boca Raton. He led his team to a
36-1 record and an appearance
in the state championship game.
That senior season made
Sosa one of the more highly
recruited players in Florida. but
he decided to stay in the state
despite offers from schools
such as· Washington State,
Kansas State and Colorado. He
also chose to sign with UCF
instead of two Conference
USA schools, UAB and SMU.
''We are extremely excited

that Isaac is joining our UCF
basketball family," Speraw said
in a press release. ''He has great
instincts for the game of basketball. He is a great shooter
and a great addition to our program."
Weathers and Sosa join fall
signees AJ. Rompza. P.J.
Gaynor and Jakub Kusmieruk
as part ofthe Knights' next season. They will try to help a
team looking to improve upon
a fourth-place finish in Conference USA last season.
The Knights went 9-7 in
conference play, 16-15 overall.
The team won its first four conference games, but injuries
down the stretch derailed its
season. They lost four of their
final six games, culminating in
a first-round defeat at the
hands of the Southern Miss
Golden Eagles in the Conference USA Tournament on
Marchl3.

COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

UCF pitcher Kyle Sweat allowed 7 runs on 10 hits in Wednesday's loss to Southern Miss.

· UCF learned the hard way
that baseball is a nine-inning
contest on Wednesday, when
they fell to Southern Miss 8-5
in the opening round of the
tournament.
The Knights spotted USM
a 5-0 lead in the first inning
and, despite a comeback,
wasn't able to hold down the
Golden Eagles. ·
''We felt like we outplayed
them for eight innings, but
when you spot them five runs
it's tough," Cozart said "I ~
proud of our guys to even it up
5-5 in the middle, and then
[Southern Miss] just squeaked
back with a couple of runs.
That's baseball. If we don't
spot them those five, it's a
whole different story."
UCF was able to get their
five runs with some timely hitting and a couple of fielding
errors.
Leading off the fourth,
Vazquez was able to reach
base on a single to the left side.
Brown continued his hot hitting as he doubled down the
right-field
line,
moving
Vazquez to third and giving
the Knights runners at second
and third with no outs.

THE

Ryan Richardson then
drove in Vazquez with a sacrifice fly that got UCF on the
scoreboard
The next four Knights all
reached base as Robert Lara
laced a single up the middle,
Duffy doubled, Eric Kallstrom
got hit by a pitch and Dwayne
Bailey reached on a fielding
error, All this activity brought
the Knights to within 5-3.
The rally was cut short by
Colin Arnold's double play,
but UCF eventually struck
again, scoring two runs in the
fifth inning to knot the score at
5-5.
"We just kept fighting,"
Vazquez said. "That first
inning was tough, but we just
battled through it and just
tried to stay in the game and
offensively, just really came
out swinging today."
Despite the comeback, the
Knights couldn't overcome
the bat of Chris Matesich. In
the bottom half of the fifth,
Matesich gave USM the lead
for good with a two-run single.
He put the finishing touches
on the Golden Eagles' victory
with a solo home run in the
seventh.
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Lack of coach clouds future
FROM

A8

game against South Florida. Jay
Bergman's last as UCFs head
coach.
Now, the Knights were toiling near the bottom of Conference USA again, knowing that
they would not finish above
that 500 mark again and dealing with the controversial dismissal of the coach who
recruited them
The Knights ended their
2008 season on a six-game losing streak, culminating in a
quick exit for the Conference
USA Champi0nship.
So much for expectations.
Before the season, the
Knights were concerned with
their middle relief and consistency at the top of their lineup.
They ended the season without a head coach.
Pitching coach Craig
Cozart took over for Bergman
on an interim basis, but there
is no guarantee that the 12year UCF coach will keep his
job as the university has
reportedly received 75 appli-

COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

The Knights will have to wait another year for an attempt to make their mark in (-USA.

Cl:ltions for the job.
UCF said it will appoint a
full-time coach by July 1 That's
great, but if it isn't Cozart, there
will be a period where the new
coach has to get acclimated
with the program and the players, install what he wants to do
with the team and recruit his
own players. That's at least
another two years of ''transitioning" to a new conference.
The UCF Football team
won Conference USA in just
its third season in the league.
UCF Men's Basketball has finished in the top four in each of

THE

the past two seasons. But UCF
Baseball has never finished
above seventh place in a nineteam conference.
Plus, there are numerous
questions regarding the consistency of the team's pitching
staff and the ability of batters
such as Brown and Robert Lara
to repeat what they accomplished in 2008.
So much for expectations.
With all this hanging over
the team this summer, maybe
the Knights' motto needs a
slight change for 2009:
''Puncher's Chance."
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Money is 1i1llited,
spend it better
R

ainy day funds are for,
well, rainy days. In case
you haven't noticed, UCF,
and the rest of the state universities for that matter, are crying
poor. While there have been
windfall budget cuts resulting in
mass layoffs around the state
education system, the universities
are by no means hurting for cash.
Toe Student Government
Association, while looking out for
the general well-being of students by making sure we don't
bump into each other when
pumping iron, plans to spend
$217 million over the next two
years expanding the Recreation
and Wellness Center. Ifthe university was scrimping pennies,
this probably wouldn't be on the
top of the list of priorities. It
would more likely be on the top
of the list of things to get axed
from the budget that are completely unnecessary. But what can
we say; this is representative
democracy at its best.
Toe recently elected SGA
President Logan Berkowitz
promised, among other things in
his 17-point platform, a bigger fitness center, a bus system that
shuttles students to and from
local bars and a new UCF
entrance at University Boulevard
Not exactly the most pressing
issues that come to mind when
faculty are being forced to quit or
take on second jobs because their
cost of living is increasing while
their salary is remaining the
same. These discretionary funds
could be providing faculty with a
one-time bonus to cover the
deserved raise that the school
wasn't able to provide this year.
Toe simple fact is that the fitness center is a luxury and not a
necessity. Priorities seem to be a
reoccurring problem around

campus. We spend money on the
things that make the school look
good aesthetically, but then we
falter when it comes to the thing
that actually matters - education When you look at a UCF
brochure, you don't see anything
about it having the worst studentteacher ratio in the country or
that UCF is ranked in the bottom
50 percent of colleges nationwide. Rather, the university stays
in the limelight by spending millions on the things that should
really matter the least
More focus needs to be placed
on education, and when the state
drops the ball financially as it has
done now, it is even more important that money is spent on vital
matters, like keeping our faculty.
The money from this gym
expansion is coming primarily
from the Capital Improvement
nust Fund, a $150 million
account which is distributed
among universities according to
their size and growth.
In 2006, the Board of1:htstees
asked then-SGA President Mark
White to assemble a student
committee which would set a
direction for the future use of the
funds. It's not hard to imagine
that a gym expansion was a high
priority in 2006 because there
were no sweeping budget cuts to
worry about. But things change,
and we have to adapt to the
changing circumstances. Toe
money should have been redirected to other sources when it
became jipparent that it was
badly needed elsewhere.
Toe CrrF money obviously
bad to be spent; it was a use-it-orlose-it situation. If a gym expansion really needs to occur, there
are other ways to pay for it.
Toe UCF Foundation, which
controls the university's endow-

ment money, reported that the
total endowment was about $ll6
million as of July 2007. Glenn
Beck, a CNN talk-show host and
commentator, recently reported
that colleges with a large endowment spent an average of 4.4 percent of their total endowment
funds in 2007, all while those colleges gain an average 19 percent
return on investment from the
endowments.
Toe $21.7 million needed to
expand the gym is about 18 percent of the UCF endowment
Toe school could forgo one year
worth of returns and pay for the
gym expansion without even dipping into the current endowment.
Toe bottom line is that there
are more important problems
than an overcrowded weight
room right now, and it is troubling to think that we are more
upset about waiting an extra few
minutes to use a treadmill versus
waiting an extra semester to
graduate because there aren't
enough professors.
It's time to get our priorities
straight and fix the problems that
actually need fixing. The medical
school was a good first step in
expanding the academic culture
here, but a $22 million gym
expansion is a large step in the
wrong direction. Since SGA was
in charge of figuring out a way to
use the CrrF funds, most of the
responsibility should be placed
on their shoulders. Find out
which senator represents your
college and let them know that
we need to put academics first.
We're catching up to our blue
and orange neighbors to the
north in every other aspect of
college life, so do your part to
make sure we will match their
academic abilities as well.

FISA should be

follo'Yed closely
T

he Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978 .
''prescribes procedures for
requesting judicial authorization
for electronic surveillance and
physical search ofpersons."
Fssentially; it is the law that allows
the government to spy on you if
they have a legitimate cause.
Additionally, there is the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court which welcomed both a
Clinton appointee and a Reagan
appointee to its bench this week.
Due to the expiration of their
terms as judges, James G. Carr
and Nathaniel M Gorton were
replaced by Judge Mary A
McLaughlin and Judge James B.
Zagel. Toe two new judges will
serve seven year terms.
McLaughlin, who was
appointed in 2000 by President
Bill Clinton, is a former assistant
U.S. attorney, as well as a special
counsel to the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on terrorism during the Ruby Ridge hearings in

1995.

•
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Zagel, formerly a District
Court Judge in Illinois, was
appointed in 1987 by President
Reagan, is said to be "an intelligent, tough-minded jurist" according to the Chicago Council of
Lawyers. However, some fear that,
''He will bring a political agenda
to bear in certain classes of cases."
Toe Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court reviews and
approves government applications under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act for both
"domestic electronic surveillance
and physical search of suspected
foreign intelligence agents or terrorists."
It appears that this court is
omnipresent, providing oversight
in the world of foreign intelli-

gence. However,,when does oversight overstep its boundaries? Is it
when this alias to foreign intelligence infiltrates the domestic
sphere, violating a person's privacy?
More importantly, the FISC
has the ability to "reinterpret'' the
terms of the FISA, allowing for
the formulation of "secret law''
which does not have to be
divulged to the public.
To further the superiority and
veil of secrecy that this court
embodies is the pending legislation in Congress that would ''refer
existing lawsuits alleging illegal
warrantless surveillance to the
secret FIS court" This proposal is
considered as an alternative to
ceding immunity to telephone
companies that allegedly collaborated with the president's surveillance program.
In 2007 alone, the government
made 2,371 applications to the
FISC, according to the Justice
Department in their latest annual
report on FISA activity. Unfortunately, these were only the ones
that were officially reported
Many more surveillance activities ·
go unreported and take place
under the radar.
USA Today reported that, "the
NSA'.s domestic [surveillance]
program, as described by sources,
is far more expansive than what
the White House has acknowledged"
Toe fact that this court does
not have to justify its decisions to
the public leaves a lot of opportunity for absolute authority. illegal
warrantless surveillance is not a
tool used to protect people; it is an
effort to permeate the public sector without proper jurisdiction.
Secrecy can be maintained until it
is at the expense of personal pri-

vacy.

Including the line "for foreign
intelligence purposes" at the end
of all requests is like utilizing a
smoke screen, used to divert
attention from actual intentions.
Foreign intelligence is so ambiguous and open to interpretation,
and yet this court is not required
to clarify because under the
umbrella of foreign intelligence is
the shade ofthe government
which trivializes the importance
'of transparency to the public.
Telecommunications companies have been more than willing
to hand over information on its
customers, many times without
warrants. Toe only objection
came from former Qyvest CEO,
Joe Nacchio, who said that he was
deeply troubled by the NSA'.s
assertion that Qyvest didn't need a
court order -:- or approval under
FISA - to proceed with the surveillance operations.
President Bush signed an executive order allowing many of
thf'..se programs to occur without a
warrant, and when civil liberties
groups like the ACLU interjected,
the administration argued that an
executive order was sufficient to
meet legal scrutiny.
Countless people are the victims of an America in which we
surrender privacy for protection
Toe constant threat of terrorism
has served as a catalyst and stimulated the creation of governmental
devices such as the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act which the
current administration has abused
to further its "war on terror."
Toe FISC needs to get the
administration back in check and
make sure that our rights are not
being violated by an overzealous
president who doesn't seem to
understand that the constitution is
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Scripted 'reality'
misleads audiences
Reality television has been
Unfortunately, this idea is
around for more than 20
absolutely incorrect. When you
years, and with the insane
watch a show like Flavor of
popularity of shows like
Love, you are not seeing pure
American Idol and Survivor,
reality. You are seeing an edited
this considerably new televirepresentation of someone
sion genre has become a staelse's idea of reality.
ple in the industry. Years ago
Few people keep in mind the
the reality TV boom seemed
fact that a TV show, be it a comlike a quickly fading trend,
edy, drama or reality show, can't
but as years go on, it seems
be interesting without conflict.
BEN BADIO ·
more and more likely that
If a show doesn't have conflict,
Contributing Writer
this allegedly unscripted,
it won't be worth watching to
unrehearsed type of programviewers and it will eventually be
ming is here to stay. Even the Academy
canceled. So while nothing is scripted
of Television Arts and Sciences has
and nothing is rehearsed, there are still
begun recognizing the creative achievewriters. Reality TV writers work in
ment of reality shows with an Emmy
reverse. They take the unscripted conAward for the most "Outstanding Realiversations and actions that have been
ty-Competition Program."
reco:rded and search for conflict. The
All competitive reality shows work
conflict they find is eventually turned
the same way: A group of people with
into a script, and that script is handed to
little to no previous television experithe editors, who piece together clips in a
ence are forced to live together, comfashion that will induce a perception of
plete tasks and compete in competitions conflict.
for some outrageous prize, be it a lump
The cherry on the ice cream sundae
sum of money, a new spouse or a
of reality TV is mqsic and sound effects.
chance to do something that average
When the writers and editors want the
people may never be able to do. The
audience to think someone is angry or
audience is led to believe that what is
enraged, they play high-energy heavy
going on is actually what happened, not
metal in the background of sequences
a reenactment or a representation, but
involving that character. If they want a
pure reality. Reality TV is quite an inter- cast member to be perceived as being
esting subject to talk about and analyze
dumb, they play clips of their occasional
in that its existence is based totally upon mistakes and misunderstandings, adding
the stupidity and primitiveness of its
silly sound effects. Just through cutting
audiences, and yet the creators and proclips and adding sounds, editors are able
ducers can only be considered nothing
to morph cast members into characters.
less than geniuses,
But even though I seem to have such
Please don't be offended if you feel
a grudge against reality television, I am
like I'm calling you stupid or primitive
still willing to watch a good reality
for watching reality shows, but you are.
show. This is because I know that it's
But don't worry because I'm stupid and
not reality, and if it's not reality then it's
primitive, too. We're all stupid and
just another TV show. I watch lots of
primitive, and that's why these shows
shows that aren't real; there's no reason
continue to thrive. Toe creators of realiI should cut so-called "reality'' shows
ty television make millions of dollars by
out of my viewing experience just
taking advantage of the natural mis-logic because their cr~ators are taking advanof humans. Our minds tell us: "If these
tage to me. We're all stupid, but if you
are real people and there is no script or
enjoy a show; watch it. Maybe one day
rehearsing, then this must be real."
you'll be on one.
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"How do you feel about
legalizing gay marriage?''

Computer Engineering, Senior

"It's none of my business."

Criminal Justice, Senior

"I'm for it. It doesn't affect me."
./

JUSTIN PATRICK

MICHAEL BRODERICK

lnfonnation Technology, Senior

Accountihg, Senior

"I'magainst it. I believe in the
sanctity of a man and a woman."

ii

"Idon't see the problem with it."

YUAU
Civil Engineering, Senior

"I don't have a problem. Idon't
see why two people shouldn't get
married."

Instructional System Design, Freshman

"My position is pretty neutral. I'm
not really for it noragainst it."
'J
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:

VISA, MC, AMIDC, Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted:General
C

125 Help Wanted: Part-T111e
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tone
17S BusinessOpportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
27S SUblease
300 For Sale: Homes

C
C
B
B
B

A
A

B

.Hilt!
325 For Sale: Automotive
3S0 For Sale: General
37S For Sale: Pets

B

400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Wonhip

A
A
B
A
B
B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B

B

100
.
.,,

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK.800-965-6520 x 107.

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com

Drivers: Don't miss this--Sign on Bonus
35-42 cpm Earn over $1000 weeklyl
Excellent Benefits, Need COL-A and 3
mos recent OTR. Call 800-635-8669

Web designer needed - Flash, Java,
CSS a must - PHP a plus - must be
artistically creative, able to work
independently - designing sites from
scratch with full navigation and graphics

Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $571</yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer
placed by exam services, not aft w/
USPS which does hiring.
Call (800) 713-4492.

PIT Sunday A.M. Childcare
St. Philip's Anglican Church In
S.E. Orlando Is looking for childcare
workers to staff our nursery. Hours
9:00-12:30PM. Church nursery
experience and
Red Cross training preferred. Reply
to Shelly Burks at 407-341-9200 or
melon248@aol.com
·

FT/PT customer service help is needed
at our 3 locations for Sunshine
Hydroponics Garden Centers. The
position includes retail duties and plan
maintenance. Must have an interest in
growing and caring for plantsl Call
Peter between 1 0AM to 6PM for
details.
(407) 310-5345
We are now hiring PT and FT Sales
Reps, Accountants, and Clerks .
Candidates must possess techinical
c1nd communication skills. Please email
resume to cs.laura2@gmail.com

ALL CASH CANDY ROUTE Do you
earn $800/day? 30 Machines, Free
Candy All for $9,995. (888)629-9968
802000033. CALL US: We will not be
undersold!

m, FOR RENT:

~ Homes
AVAILABLE
NOW! Great 2/2.5 TH new in

Regent Park. All
appliances, cable, internet & water
Incl. Near UCF 2/2.5 TH In
Cambridge. All appliances w/ rear
yard, Pet OK! More affordable units
available in SE Orlando. Call Marisol
at Exit Realty 407-816-8117 for your
FREE Listi

•

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage fro $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

•
Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors for ALL
Math incl. Alg, Pre-Cal , Trig, Stats &
Cale. Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com

1

UCF AREA HOUSE. Huge Stunning
4/2. Fenced enormous backyard. Appliances Incl. Avail. 07/7/08 $1500/mo.
Call Nick Phillips @ 407-810-7622.
NEW TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gated community in Avalon Park
(Spring Isle) 3/3.5/2. Each bedroom
has it's own bath! Close to UCF off
Colonial and Avalon. W/D, pool and
clubhouse. $1550/mo. Call 321-3771746
AVAIL JULY 1ST
UCF Area- Hawthorne Glenn. Large
2/2.5 All appl., garage, 1/2 mile bike
ride to UCF $1250/month. 2 students
OK. 407-232-1706
3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_UCF@yahoo.com
Neat, clean house south of UCF off
Lake Pickett. 3/2, deck, woods, garage
$950 per mo. + $800 sec dep.
No smokers or pets.
14819 Sussex Dr.
407-421 -7344

•

UCF - 4bd 2.5ba 2 car garage home
close to UCF. 2200 sqft, washer/dryer,
screened porch, green belt, security
system, community pool, lawn service
included. $1700 plus security.
Available 8/1 407-310-7626

@
-

.

I am a female looking for a female to fill
1 room. Free water and and cable, 1/4
electric. Nice, quiet and clean.
$ 400.00 p/month. Call 407-485-1654.

$450/m 3/1 util/high speed net included
quiet neighborhood and roommates
all new appliances, available now
1 O min from UCF and Valencia
954-937-1223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com

SGA1Jas 0
iu tb.e £011~se:oat,e seau
Applications forArts li H
!g c~lleges
associate justices
HPR urnanities
and election
Grad
Do tics
uate Stud·
c~mmissioners are
~ .
. ies
available in the SG
.;;,c1ences
".
A
o,11ce.
Hosoita/ity
Engineering
Business
For these and many other
opportunities in SGA, visit
our office in the Student Union
room 214.

AWESOME EXECUTIVE HOMES!
Responsible & Reliable tennants for:
Waterford Lakes Pool Home: 5bdrm
3bth, Individual rooms or whole house
OR
5 bdrm home and 4 bdrm home in safe
family neighborhood 1/2 mile from
UCF!
Email for Pies: RentUCF@yahoo.com
913-908-8185. Referral bonus avail.

3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/mo
Avail ASAP
4/2 in Regency Park $1450/month
Avail June 1st
3/2 in Summerfield $1095/month
Terri 407-509-4446
~.propman.com

FOR RENT:
I~
~ Apartments
Save over $1200 at Pegasus Landing!
$490/mo negotiable. M/F, 4/4,
furnished. avail Aug 22. Large 10 x 13
rm, adjoining bath, W/D in unit. utilities/
cable/internet incl. gated 24/7 shuttle to
UCF call 321-501-9782 or email
jhamblin@cfl.rr.com
Looking for clean roomate for 2/2
apartment is Polos East, $430+util.
avail. asap. call jake 402-660-2266 or
email jakekirchner@hotmail.com

Available August 1st 2/2 $750/mo in
Sherwood Forest 3/2 duplex $950/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

Lifeguard • Ride Operator• Food &Beverage Cashier •
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

•
Hppty now:
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

"

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
does it!
Disable
Plunders
Cry of pain
Designer
Schlaparelll
16 Region of Asia
Minor
17 Killer whale
18 Incivility
20 Pakistani tongue
22 Lupino and
Tarbell
23 Takeaway
27 Terrier foot
30 NASA partner
31 "Meet John Doe"
director
32 Actor Keach
34 Blanchett of
"Elizabeth"
36 Vegas machine
37 Like some
cereals
38 Language
nuance
40 Wedding vow
41 Nappy fabric
42 American
trontlersman
43 Robbins and
Roth
45 Jogging pace
46 Dadaist Max
47 Slammin'
Sammy
49 Oddball
50 Notes of scales
51 Reasonable
53 Well-fixed grp.?
55 Revered figure
56 Lionel Richie's
group.
61 Lean to one side
64 Zodiac sign
65 Soft-toy stuff
66 Twin of Jacob
67 Intended
68 6/6/44
69 EPA concern
1
5
9
14
15

1
2
3

5/26/08

@ 2008 Tribune Madia Sorvicea. Inc.
AO rtgh.tA res@f'W.14.

5
6
7
8

Jellyfish
Pugilist Laila
NASA orbiter
"My Cousin
Vinny" co-star
9 One of the
Simpsons
10 Klutz's
exclamation
11 "_ Dayata
nme"
12 Muscle spasm
13 Made a lap
19 News chiefs, for
short
21 Sawbones
23 Sound unit
24 Dancer Duncan
25 Blink
26 Wearing away
27 Fatherly actions
28 Beaten to the
DOWN
punch
Also
Ben's last name? 29 Singer Tammy
32 Mayday!
Declarations of
blame
33 Tightly stretched
35 Ages and ages
Choreographer
Twyla
39 Bumped into

Last issue solved
44
48
51
52
53
54
56

Fulfill
Performed
Shown the way
Double agents
Portent
Military base
Machinery part

57 Mine find
58 Hamm of
soccer
59 Roulette cnoice
60 Bullpen stat
62 _ Paulo, Brazil
63 Harbor boat

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

The Gatherings
Is now hiring Community Assistants
Want free rent? Then stop by the office
to apply today, or call 407-673-4401 .
3BD/2BA For Rent! Avail 7/1 . Great
neighborhood, on Suntree and Univ.
Blvd ., Fenced yard, pets ok. $1500/mo.
407-923-4399

New Upscale 2/2 Condo
2nd floor; Single garage; Wash/Dry;
Disp./Dish Dean Rd.&Curry Ford @
417; $975/mo.
407,758-8460 Avail 8/01.

The Following Positions:

i

5

.,

4
3/2 Bank Foreclosure Only $199/mol
5% down, 20 years at %8 APR. More
homes from $199/mo.
For listings, 800-366-9783 x 8904

$}2

3
4
8
3 2 7
6 5 g l
1
2 3
8
----- -9
3
1
2
5
8
7 5 6
8 3 1 --··-..
1
2
6
9
5

Home for rent in Ashington Park, 4/2/2
on lake, availible august 1st,
$1600/month plus utilities
Call 561-3129411 or 561-281-3287
2/2 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail now! Incl. W/D,
$825/mo $500 deposit
407-923-6609

4 ROOMS AVAILABLE in great 4/2.5
Waterford Lakes Home
Lake, yard, Internet, partially furnished
ALL incl. $500. UCF grad-owned.
Students/young prof. Photos online:
www.wlakeshouse.com
jeff@douglass.com 407-737-6690
10 min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods,
4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D,
Pool Table, $1,900/mo. plus Elect.
Avail. Mid-May, Ph. 321-544-2369

$}8

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

9

Website Developer. Strong HTML,
CSS, DreamWeaver skills req'd.
Graphics design and/or ASP a plus.
$15-20/hr. resumes@vistaits.com

•

Rate(

First issue:
Each addl issue:

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
.r ent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmall.com

mo

ROOMMATES

Student Housing too Noisy and
Crowded? Awesome rooms avail NOW
and for Fall in large homes close to
UCF.
Friendly, safe neighborhood,
with/without util. Pool home also avail.
Don't miss out! RentUCF@yahoo.com
Email for pies 913-908-8185
CLEAN, NEAT and FURNISHED
Waterford Lakes room in home avail.
"UTILITIES" included. Short term OK.
$450.00 Call Carl 407.538.3394 or·
cbfw@psualum.com

l:Tiffl FOR SALE:
~Homes

Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772)
359-2797

3/2 Manufactured Home
1600sf Split Plan LIKE NEW Home
Warranty, Appliances Included, 2
Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes to
UCF, Beaches, All Ages. $42K Call
407-281-6732

House behind UCF

Grad Student Relocation; beautiful,
reduced, 3/4 bd. $194,000. Spacious
rooms, MLS# 04789107 ; off Econ.
Trail. Mitch 407-234-9594

in Regency Park. Need 2 roommates
who can clean up after themselves. No
pets. 4/2 M/F welcome. Available 8/1.
$405/mo + util. $405 Dep. 12 mo
lease.
Ryan : 407-430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 575/mo plus 1/2
utillties. Cable already included. gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
Looking for roomate for a 3/3 in nvoli
apartments. About $500 a month plus
share of utilities. Lease begins mid
July. Call Alex. (727) 642-4103 or
Email Alexander_Luxa@hotmail.com.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behi{ld UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354

Why rent when you can own!!
2/2 master suites Condo
Lisa Ingram 321 -948-4520
Watson Realty

Make Money! Check out our Great
Homes and receive cash for referring a
friend . Email for pies
RentUCF@yahoo.com 913-908-8185
$500 Police Impounds
Cars from $500
Hondas, Chevys, Jeeps and more,
for listings, 1800-366-9818 x v502

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Police Impounds for Sale! 94 Honda
Accord $7501 94 Toyota Camry $750!
For listings, call
(800) 366-9813 ext. 9271

3 rooms avail in 4/2 10 min from UCF
. 2 rooms $525/mo 1 room $490/mo.
ALL UTIL INCL! Avail 8/1 ($150 cap)
Call 813-264-9284

350

Room Available ASAP!!! Dean Rd.Female.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(includes utilities) 609-330-3673
Two rooms for rent in 4/2 house. 5 min
from UCF. Pool, HBO, all utilites
included. $500/month male or female.
·call Matt 863 698 0177

1

QUEEN / KING EURO TOP
MATTRESS SET.
Brand New! Still in Plastic!
Starting at $150.00. Call 407-942-5543.

Nice, Furnished Room in UCF
area Avail ASAP. Looking for mature
student. N/S, No pets. $350 dep+
$500/mo util incl. W/P & kitchen
privelages. Call 407-970-6109.

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
Home. · Medical, *Business,
•paralegal, *Computers *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided . Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onlineTidewaterTech.com.

Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW
home in Avalon Park area. Looking for
easy going roommates $600/mo. all
util., internet incl. Theater room Call
Eric 407-575-7323.

2 Rooms for Rent! Master is $400/mo,
2nd BO is $350/mo. plus 1/3 util.

Room for rent @·Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. $550/mo.
(407)620-3303

Close to 408 & UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F. Avail
7 /1 . Call 321-695-5526.

AIRLINES MECHANIC - Rapid training
for high paying Aviation Career. FAA
predicts severe shortage. Financial aid
if qualified - Job placement assistance.
CALL Aviation Institute of Maintenance
f
(888)349-5387.

I
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www. Centra/F/oridaFuture. com
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